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Chapter I
I
Introducing the Problem
The problem undertaken in this study is to discover the
I
number opportunities which may be developed meaningfully with !
a typical and normal Kindergarten group.
The specific purpose of this thesis is to report in detail
five problem units which have been successfully worked out with
a group of normal Kindergarten children.
Two years of experimenting axe covered by this study,
j During the first year there were thirty pupils in the class,
ranging in age from four and one-half years to five years and
nine months; and during the second year there were thirty-seven
pupils covering approximately the same age span.
These children come from a neighborhood of lower socio-
economic status. The fathers* occupations are as follows:
laborers, paper hanger, real estate manager, assistant shipper,
musician, "broken-down" doctor, truck driver, machinist, United
States postal clerk, salesman, and many W. P. A. workers.
The mothers are typical home makers. Most of these fam-
ilies live in double houses and have four, five, or six rooms.
I
Some of the larger families live in the tenement blocks which
I have only four rooms to accomodate as many as five or six in
j
: the family. The rent paid per month in this particular com-
jiminity ranges from $25. to $35., - an average of $30. per month.
Some of the mothers work out as domestics, either by the
hour or day. Others do sewing for the W. P. A. If there are

Ivery young children in this type of home, the Nursery School,
sponsored by the Federal Grovernnent , enrolls these children,
and cares for them from nine o»clock in the morning until three
o'clock in the afternoon. This care includes a raid-day lunch
which is not to cost more than ten cents per capita for each
meal. This, too, is furnished by the government.
The shopping for groceries is done mainly in typical small'
er stores. Those fortunate enough, have cars to take them to
a nearby "Mart" for weekly shopping needs. Clothing is bought
in local stores and in Boston's department stores' basements.
It is quite evident in some cases that the clothing has been
furnished by the Welfare.
With a background of this socio-economic status, questions
like the following come to the front. Do these children have
number experiences? How important or significant are these
experiences? Could they be enlarged and made more meaningful
through attention and proper development in the schools? What
will be the problem outcomes? '?ill there be greater willingness
to undertake experiences that involve numbers? Are there
subject matter results that might be discovered and recorded
through informal checking?

1CHAPTER II
Method
The development of number units at the Kindergarten level
was a natural and spontaneous procedure; if numbers came in
naturally, they were used. The best units, which have been
worked in the class room, during two years, and have proved
worth while at the Pre-School level, will be described and
evaluated in this paper.
It is hoped that more teachers will be induced to try to
develop experiences that involve meaningful numbers, and through
them enrich the child's knowledge. "What arithmetic suffers
from is lack of rich contacts. The heart of arithmetic must
be found in its problems; these should deal with vital subjects
and their answer should tell a story, Further, if teachers
would attack this procedure with open-raindedness and more en-
thusiasm, they would soon be profoundly convinced, by the re-
sults, that such activities are purposeful.
Teachers who have not tried this method, for various
reasons, are apt to be doubting. Careful study of the units
here presented should carry convictions a,s to their value and
feasibility
.
It is hoped that if such teachers should be inspired to
attempt a procedure of this sort, and the results are suffi-
'ciently successful to be convincing, that they will be encour-
aged to continue in a progressive method and not return to a
traditional way of teaching.
McMurry, Frank - What is the l^a.tter Tvith Arithmetic
,
Education - April 1934. vol. 54 r).4RT
1
^
I
However, the teachers maj^be not wholly to blame, since
efforts to do progressive work in the schools may meet with
difficulties. The teachers may have a feeling of pressure from
the administrative powers. Teachers are responsible for defin-
ite achievements of their groups. Since these achievements
must be accomplished in certain periods of time, and since they
want their groups to compare favorably with the scores made by
other groups, the teachers resort to the easier method of teach-
ing, page by page, from a text book. It is less effort to mea-
sure page by page results than to measure the outcomes of pur-
poseful activity units.
Yet, Blair and Burton have shown very definitely in the
Hingham Survey Report thi^t in comparing this town's pupils'
achievement in arithmetic with the National Norm (using the Met-
Iropolitan Achievement tests, tests of doubtful value, since they
are heavily leaded with traditional items) - it was found greatl)^
below the standard. And it has also been recorded that in over
90^ of the rooms in the Hingham Elementary School System, the
children are taught by the traditional method, such as: reading
a text book and writing answers to questions about it, or answer^-
ing questions orally about it, or answering questions about it
in written form in a workbook. "In no single instance has a
pupil's need, interest, or purpose been used as the basis of the
learning procedure."-^
It might further be concluded that the teachers are none
too anxious to get away from the text book type of recitation
Blair and Burton-Report School Survey Committee, Hingham, Mass,
i
1939. The Elementary School Program in Hingham pp 75-76

and try something more progressive,! It is evidently far easier
to assign a certain page than to plan an activity with the group
J
Why trouble to get information about the children's centers of
interest? ^y know the community and the possibilities it offern
to carry on a purposeful experience? "Thy make an effort to use
class number opportunities to further true moaning in arithmetici'
The imp-^rtance of such knowledge cannot be over estimated,
neither can the value of the utilization of such ruaterial as a
basis for class room activities in building up number concepts b^
ignored. A better , response emanates from child or adult if the
learning situations are focused around centers of interest and
need. 2 a greater enthusiasm follows, and the learning becomes
more challenging, enjoyable, and permanent. When the teacher
^becomes sufficiently keen to recognize these number opportunities,
utilizes them, and provides enrichment through more experiences,
she is then truly helping the pupils to grow in number under-
standing. "Skills are more thoroughljr retained and have more
meaning when acquired through a real need."^
il It seems that if the schools are to function in the most
1
helpful way for present and future living, a greater effort
should be made to further real life experiences , which in turn
might inculcate a better liking for school work, including
arithmetic, and develop a democratic attitude toward it.
\\ Yet, difficult addition facts are actually being drilled on
as far down as the first grade. Such work has no definite meaja-
ing to the child; and too, he has no sociaJ usage viewpoint for
•^•Blair and Burton-Report of School Survey CommTttee, Hingham,
'2 Mass. 193S Pages 69-71
^Elementary School Course of Study, Cleveland Heights, Chicago 1930
"^Jones & Buckley-Arithmetic Activities IB and lA, Cleveland Board
I
of Education. ;1

9what he is trying to learn. Brownell^ indicates that such Tvork
is detrimental. He says that it inay take two or three years to
overcome the effects of such meaningless facts and processes by
suitable treatment of rich objective experiences.
It is most significant to note that procedures that are
routine and meaningless may cause many failures in arithmetic.
A small percentage of our college students are following mp.the-
matics in any of its forms. Many who are honor students in all
other subjects, fail in arithmetic. Why? Is it our attack or
the type of material being presented, or both, which are causing
avoidance, hate, and failure with our young people? Rogers? in
an article on "Arithmetic and Emotional Differences in Some Uni-
versity Students", cites sorne thirty points in the deficiencies
of the university students as indicated by their difficulties
with the simple quantitative analysis. As the list is read, it
is evident that nearly every difficulty is due to lack of proper
training, or wrong type of subject imtter along the school ladda
Too many teachers feel that there are not sufficient every
day number situations arising in the school room to carry on thi
type of informal arithmetic. There is evidence to the contrary.
One teacher^ lists some fifty odd number possibilities which
could very reasonably be used as a basis for further development
of number in grade one.
1
Table I shows the different number possibilities which oc-
curred in the writer's Kindergs-rten covering a period of two
weeks. These are number opportunities listed from actual obser-
i
j-l-Brownell ,W.A .-The Development of Children's Number Ideas in the
JSi§|?2p§^gtf0?f^Ilg4|g8°^ Chicago, Supplementary ?:ducation
^Rogers, Charles-Arithmetic and Emotional Differences In Some Unj
•zvgrsity Student s-llathematics Teacher-Jan. 1939 vol. 32 do 3-9
'^Wilson, Stone Dalryrnple-Teaching The Arithmetic-Chao. VII'p 68-69
IIcGraw-Hill-Ilew York 1939
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TABLE I
Number Situations Occurring? in a Kindergarten Room Covering:
a Period of Ttjo Weeks (10 days) Harch IS-April 1, 1940
Frequency of
Number Situations Observed occurrence
Counting children present (1-32) 10
Counting children absent (1-5) 10
Counting children who brought lunches (1-32) 10
Counting children who had clean nails, clean handker-
chiefs, shoes, etc, (1-32) 10
Counting milk bottles, napkins, straws, crackers for
those who had milk (1-15) 10
Talking about names of the days of the week; l^aster;
Good Friday; number of days in one whole week 4
Choosing the right number of characters for the Peter
Rabbit show (S characters) 1
Asking to have apples, oranges, candy halved 3
Hearing Doctor's Signal (3 bells) 2
Bringing in milk order (20^) Different denominations
of change. 2
Counting those who remembered to bring in Easter eggs
to be painted (1-32) 100^ 1
Discussing the price of the Flower Show Tickets (l/2
price) 1
Discussing how much to charge for their tickets for
the Peter Rabbit Show - 1^, 2^ , 5/^ mentioned. 1
Discussing clock-lunch time, 10 o'clock; time to go
home, 11:30. Placing movable hands of clock face^at
these hours. 10
1
1
1
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TABLE I
Nui^ber Situations Occurrin,: in a Kinder f:;a,rten Room Covering:
a Period of Two Weeks (10 days) Harch 18-A-oril 1, 1940
Frequency of
Nuiiicer Situations Observed Occurrence
In di '"Cussing "Gulliver's Travels", the phrase a few
inches tall occurs. The ruler was brou^rht out to show
that "few inches tall" isn't very big. 1
Dancing, counting - 2 slides, 3 taps, 3 claps 10
Discussing Easter clothes, suggestions of cost, compariscn 3
Preparing and laaking tickets for our Peter Rabbit Show -
Discussing how many to make.
Red Tickets Blue Tickets
Srade 1-33 Grade ? - 30
Grade 3-30 Grades 3&4 27
Grade 4-52 Grade S - 32
Grade 5-33 ^
In all 125 10
Weighing and measuring all members of Kindergarten
(pounds, feet, and inches) 1
Playing with telephone during free play period-calling
numbers (mostly their own numbers) 5
Talking about promotions, the different grades, 1st, 2nd,
|3rd, etc., going up the ladder 1
Bringing in a library bock and telling the group what
date she took it out and when it was to be returned
(in 14 days), 1
Playing with ten pins. No score kept, but counting the
number of pins knocked down at each tria.l, 5
Taking right place in line - 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th place. 10
Passing crayons, scissors, papers, other material. 7
Making circle for dancing formation, Ccireful of spacing 10
Reading the story "Snip-Snap-Snurr " vrhich contains many
number concepts, 2
11
1
12
i
1
TABLE I (Concluded)
Number Situations Occurring: in a Kinder ixart en Room Covering;
a Period of Two Weeks (10 days) liarch 18-April 1, 1940
Frequency of
Number Situations Occurrence
Counting pennies brought in to buy cookies sold at recess 10
Dramatizing of "Five Little Chickadees". 5
Using yardstick in measuring material to make skirts for 3
costumes.
Playing tea party, setting the table for 3-4-5 playmates 5
Playing number games:
Hi de-and-go- se ek
Bouncing Ball
Jumping Rope 5
Using Arithmetical V70rds frequently: half, as big as, as
much as, smaller, bigger, taller, more, little, a lot,
some, measure, crowd, each one, etc. 10
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tlon with the frequencies occurlng. The data also show how
much v/orth".hlle repetition takes place. It is surprising to
jnote the large span of number experiences that is covered in
such a short period of time. The material has the added value
[of satisfying real needs.
I
Even as far down as the Kindergarten level, the data show
that opportunities arise vi^ich involve problems concerned with
time, money value, fractions, and measurements. Needs arise
that involve counting, planning, and judging accurately.
The keen teacher has excellent opportunity to enrich those
experiences, and lead the group into the wider and more informa-
tional channels,
I
"It behooves the Kindergartener to make her curriculum rich
and appropriate, and her teaching as functional as possible,
since four to six stil.^ represents a period in child-life when
learning progresses very rapidly.
The teacher should be well informed as to what nuii4)er back-
ground the child brings to the Kindergarten, and exactly how
I
[much need he has for number before entering his school life,
IThe Kindergarten teacher realizes .that there is hardly a boy or
|girl entering school who doesn't know his age and birthday,
I
There have been opportunities for him to shop for mother and
neighbors. This has given the child the advantage of handling
money such as, penny, nickel, dime, and dollar bill. If there
is a car in the family, the child becomes conscious that there
are niunbers on the plate, and in many instances he can call thesd
^illy, Dorothy E, - Editorial Childhood Education, Sept. 1938-p'
:
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these symbols by name.
These younger children are conscious of the clock long be-
fore they come to school. They hear it striking, and they
associate different family activities with it. Whistles which
sound at lunch time bring home members of the family for the mid-jj-
day meal. Older brothers and sisters go to school at eight
o'clock. The younger members of the household go to bed at seveti
o'clock. In the majority of homes, rising time is seven o'clock|
If there is a telephone in the home, the small child soon
knows his own number and can repeat others most often used.
These may be the grocery man's number, father's office telephone
number, and his playmate's telephone number.
And so surveys^ and experiment s2 prove that the child has
need for number before he goes to school.
Smith, in her survey, found by personal interview with 400
first grade children at Detroit, some of the uses which these
children made of arithmetic in their out-of-school lives. The
relative frequencies with which some of the situations, involving
arithmetic, mentioned by these children were: transactions caj—
ried on in stores 30^, games involving counting 18^, dividing
part with playmates or pets 6^, playing 3^, measuring 2^, and
setting the table 1%,
(^attlander^ carried on a simila.r" experiment with her
second grade children and found that 90% of them had had some
number experiences before entering school.
Now, the job for the teacher is to utilize these experience
'^-Wilson, Gruy M. New Standards in Arithmetic
.
Jour, of Ed. Resear(fel
2 Uec. lybU Vo. ^ pp. 3bl-360 iiQuattlander, E. B._^y.Thesis for Master's Degree-Elera. School Jov^t
Smith iJ.B.-An Investigation §? tfie Use of Arithmetic in the Out 41
of-School Life of First Grade Children. Elera. Sch. Jour .A^r. 1924
f
Vol. 24 p. 821-626 " ii
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as a basis for her everyday activities, and further develop num-
ber concepts by leading the children to see the need in the part
icular problem which they nre attempting to solve. "In progres-
sive schools the teacher of younger children is not released
from teaching arithmetic; in fact, she is urged to teach it more
thoroughly than it was taught in conservative schools. But, she
is expected carefully and intelligently to develop number con-
cepts through experience, thus helping children to appreciate
the meaning and value of number in concrete situations".-^
h
Some of the ways a Kinder^i-arten teacher may approach her
group in developing number in concrete situations are as follows
allowing different members of the class to count those absent
and those present; counting the number who have clean handker-
chiefs; counting those who have brought in lunches; counting
those who have brought in pennies to buy cookies; keeping count
of the amount of money brought in for milk orders. This last
item offers opportunity for change and the experience of dealing
|With different types of small coins.
Another natural class room number situation is offered when
a Junior Red Cross drive is on and the group is asked to bring
in contributions which are put in a bank until the time to be
counted and collected. Each morning for a week, the money is
'counted and the sum is written on the blackboard. This is a
concrete problem and the meaning and value of number concepts
are well illustrated by such an activity. "Alll a-re virtually
in agreement that the most im-oortant jart of number work for the
I!
Ip- Forest, Isle-The School for the Child Fron Two to Eight ,
h Chapt. XII, p. 209
|
II
(I
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young child is his introduction to number relations through con-
crete problems involving arithmetical concepts,"
Oftentii-ips , when members of the group are ill for a lengthy
period, the children like to send a token of thought fulness
.
This may be fruit, a card, notes from the group, or candy. The
j
boys and girls take turns in going to a store to choose and
purchase the gift. The children are having an experience that
is most meaningful in developing number concepts, and are doing
a kindness as well. "Arithmetic should be taught when the child
has a need for it and when he has the proper background of exper
-
ienceSto profit by it."l When children discuss what they should
buy fcr their sick classmate, and whnt they might expect to get
with the amount of money which they had, they truly discover the
value and relationship of money. "The first two years of the
school life of the child should be for the purpose of having
meaningful experience rather than for the purpose of fixing
number facts and processes, "^
I
The Kindergarten teacher, becr.use of the elasticity of her
class room program, may feel freer to casxy on in a more progress
sive way, she can take the tine to plan systematically to build
better number situations through further development. As lloore'^
says: "those chance bits of knowledge and skill picked up out
'of a mass of experience - isn't it worthwhile to utilize every
possible opportunity which the class room situations offer every
day and at all times throughout the year?"
"The wise pre-school teacher arranges matters so that every
I
1 \\
gFourth Year Book of the National Education Association p. 174-19^9
.
loody , Clifford-When S-all Systematic Instruction ir Arith-ietic i
' Begin ? Educ, Method 16:165-1^0 Jan, 1037
"^Moore, Annie-The Primary School p.281-Houghton Mifflin Co.
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suitable opportunity to clear up the child's idea of number is
utilized: she does not teach arithmetic, but she is alive to
the possibilities, and the more alert the teacher, the more op-
portunity the children have to count and estimate and see dis-
tances, groups, and quantities in relation to each other. "-^
' Tlie teacher learns to choose material that is conducive to
the development of beginning number and aids in widenin?^ number
understsuiding. The follovjing list is only a sug'^-estion of the
many activities that involve number possibilities: II\nipulating
clocks; playing with pieces of paper of various sizes; stringing
chestnuts, beads, popcorn, cranberries; putting puzzles together
playing ten pins, tea party, house and store; making scrapbooks;
playing with the telephone; playing with the movable hands of thd
clock; playing dominoes; counting while bouncing the ball; and
serving the milk and luncheons at recess time. All these exper-
iences, which the Kindergarten child engages in, help him to
realize the true meaning of number. "Knowledge to be real must
be founded on actual experiences of the individual learner.
Knowledge to be retained must be given an opportunity for use."^
1
Again, the teacher has opportunity to enrich these number
situations by her choice of songs and rhythmics. Many songs
suggest the nu:nber meaning. The following are t3rpical: "The
|
Clock in the School Room," "The Frog," "Five Little Chickadees,"
"Three Ships-a-Salilin, " "Mulberry Bush" (enumerating the days o:'
the week) "Three Robin Redbreasts," "Sing a Song of Sixpence,"
[
'"One Little, Two Little Indians."
^Forest, Isle-The School for the Child From Two to Eight
2 Chapter XII - p. 285
Stone, John C. Hot to Teach Primary Number - p. 3 B.H.Sanborn i
1930 j,
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Ring games, too, offer great possibilities for developing
number consciousness at this age level. Here are some of the
best known: "Baa, Baa Blacl: Sheep," "Go In and Out the Windows','
"Looby Loo," "Hickory, Dickory Dock," "Three Little Kittens,"
"Diddle, Diddle, Dumpling, Hy Son John." Other good games are
"Hide and Go Seek," "Tag," "Mailman," "Telephone Operator,"
"Jack Stones" and "Ten Pins." These games ha.ve definite number
situations in them. Since the child may participate and enjoy
these games, the learning will be more permanent.
Rhythmics suggest excellent number possibilities. Motions
like skipping, hopping, skating, flying, marching, clapping, etc
have a definite number response. The dances that the child lean
at this age help to encourage a response to a certain number of
slides, steps, taps, twirls, claps, etc. The toy orchestra is
most sigTiigicant in getting over number understanding as: the
bells play three times, rest three times, the rhythm sticks play
four times, then the cymbals and drums take turns to plaj?" three
or four times. This gets the mind into a definite routine,
response, and readiness.
Literature must not be overlooked in helping to build up
number concepts at this age level. Here will be found a wealth
of material from which to draw. Stories like the "Three Bears,"
"Three Little Pigs," "Gingerbread Eoy," "The Wolf and the Seven
iXids," "Little Black Sambo," "Chicken Little," "Brennan Town
Musicians," "The Old Woman and the Ox," "Clementine," "The Flying
jPig," "The Little Rabbit Who Would Not Eat," are excellent for
\>
IS
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inclucating and wideninfc number knowledge.
Dramatiration must not be forgotten in this readiness pro-
gram. This activity offers some fine real life situations in
which the child finds himself working. For instance, there is
the responsibility of remembering the number of characters
needed for a play; of knowing how many properties are ranted and
where to place them; of planning and making the costurfles for the
play; of learning a certain number of lines and knowing the time
to speak them. . This requires judgment and measuring.
Then, further, there is the planning of parties and writing
invitations which lead the pupils to a great many natural number
contacts. For instance: consulting the calendar for the month,
daj*", and date; bringing out the importance of the clock as to thi
time for the entertainment; and actual buying of groceries and
necessities for the activity engaged in. These experiences are
direct outcoines of a need and have definite social value, social
usage , and permanence
.
The units, as developed in this thesis, will use many of th<
preceding suggestions and methods. Each experience has grown ou"
of a natural need, a discussion or a suggestion by some member o:
the Kindergarten. It will be seen that the children have had
ample opportunity to plan, use judgment, shop, gain time con-
sciousness, handle money, refer to the calendar, and become
acquainted with the days of the week,
j
Specific outcomes will be indicated at the close of each
unit. A general evaluation of the five units will be found on
1
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j
1
pacres forty-seven auid forty-eight.
1
The following units have been written as they have been
worked out in the writer's Kindergarten. The conversation,
which took place as the various units developed, has not been
recorded, but the main points have been listed faithfully.
The first unit to be described centers around Mothers' Day,

21
CHAPTER III
Problem Units
a>. A KOTHERS' DAY UNIT IN THE KINDERGARTEN
Two years ago the thirty children in the Kindergarten
ranging in age from 4-6 to 5-9, wanted to do something to show
their appreciation of their mothers. This was in connection
with Mothers' Day that comos the second Sunday in May. It r.as
a natural desire.
1
We discussed this topic in our morning circle, so:ne of the
things that would be interesting to do. This group had raany
pupils who were much above normal in intelligence ctnd 8.chievemen1 .
Suggestions came quite readily. Some members of the group sugge
ed making a card; some thought that making paper flowers would b
nice; and still others felt that a party would be a very good
idea. We then took a vote on these three suggestions. Someone
counted the number for each idea. Needless to say, the party
suggestion was the most popular.
Then followed about two weeks of planning and preparing.
We decided that we should have refreshments served at the party.
Also, there should be some entertainment offered for the visitor^.
Invitations had to be made and sent out to the mothers.
The children realized that refreshments cost monej?- a^nd they
would have to go to the store to buy them. We are fortunate as
there is an Economy Chain Store in the immediate neighborhood.
The three or four boys and girls who lived ne?,r this store were
to be responsible for the prices. Then came the question of
l^lt is felt by the writer that "we" rather than "they" expresses
a more coopereitive relationship that existed between the childrenpnd teacher, during the study and working out the units.
1
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what would be best to serve and where to get the money? After a
long discussion froin the viewpoint of mothers' pa.rties, ginger
hie and Ritz crackers with peanut butter were decided upon.
Then too, it would be necessary to know how many mothers were
coming, so that there would be no unnecessary waste of the re-
freshments.
The children were now faced with the problem of securing
money for the purchasing of the food. Finally, it was decided
that they would not use their a.llowance money for cookies (which
we sell at recess at school) nor candy, n'>r ice cream cones. If
I remember correctl]/- we collected a little over a dollar (about
one dollar and twentjr-f ive cents). This would buy the necessary
refreshments and would leave some extra pennies. The children
who lived near the "'Scco" reported that Rits crackers (large Siz<
were fifteen cents a package, peanut butter was fifteen cents a
jar, and a case of ginger ale, twelve bottles, was eighty-seven
cents with an allowance of tr^o cents on each empty bottle
returned.
By this time word had been received that twenty-five mother!
were coming to the party. Was there enough of everything? The
children counted the number of crackers in the Ritz box, and
found about one hundred and thirty. This was compared with the
twenty-five who were coming. Of course one hundred and thirty
ws.s found "a lot more" than twenty-five. In fact fifty peanut
butter sandwiches could easily be ma,de with one hundred and
thirty crackers sjid some would be left over. The gingerale had
)
!

to be measured. The children counted the dozen ginger ale
||)Ottles in the case and found that a dozen and twelve were just
'the same. Now, t"':e group wondered if these twelve 'oottles would
^^erve the twenty-five coming guests. The children did not have
to buy Lily paper cups as these are furnished as part of the
Kinder o-arten requisitions. We have the smaller size cup, so the
children experimented and found that there are three smaller size
cupfuls in each bottle. (Someone had brought an empty bottle.)
{That settled the refreshment problem!
The children then turned to making the invitations. These
were made out of a piece of cream drawing paper (6x9) and folded
in the middle. On the outside were dra\m (popping out of the
grass) four or five gaily colored tulips. Inside the card were
printed these words:
Come to Mothers' Day Party-May 12, 1938
e.t 2 o'clock
i in our Kindergarten
Names were printed or signed, according to each indivilus.l ' s
SLC c ompl i shment s
.
i
I
When the tiiae element on the invitation was reached, the
jSalendar and the clock played a most important pa,rt. We have a
Ifface of a, clock with movable hands, and the members of the group
Iwere given ample opportunity to set the different hours. These
lOurs, it is most interesting to note, were closely associated
'j^ith some activity that took place in the children's own exper-
iences. Ten o'clock was easily learned. This is our recess
I
and milk serving period. Seven clock, too, offered no diffi-
culty to be mastered. This represents getting up in the morning
and going to bed at night. Twelve o'clock is very easily remem-
bered. At that' hour the knitting mill in the community blows
its whistle. It was difficult for the group to realize that be-|
fore tv/elve was in the morning and after tv/elve was afternoon.
The mothers were to come at two o'clock in the afternoon, since
most visitors come after twelve o'clock. The children made fac^
of the clock, putting the numbers in Arabic, We used an open
brass fastener to serve for clock hands. The effect wasn't too
bad. The children were given a real reason for writing numbers,
The boys were responsible for the chairs. They had to go
to the different rooms and ask for chairs until they had the
right number needed, twenty-five.
Both boys and girls prepared the Kitz sandwiches and meas-j
ured out the right number of glasses for the ginger ale.
The napkins, also part of the Kindergarten equipment, wer^
folded neatly and put in rea.iiness on the serving table. These
too, had to be counted, eighty in number.
Turning to the entertainment side of the unit, raany quan-
titative ideas were involved in the games, poems, and songs.
For suggestions take the follov/ing:
"Three Robin Redbreasts", "Five Little Chicadees", "Two Little
Blackbirds", "Sing a Jong of Sixpence", "Baa-baa Black Sheep",
"Hickory, Dickory, Dock", "The School Room Clock", "One, Two
Buckle My Shoe",
24
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Specific Advantages of Mothers* Day Unit are as follows:
1, The children wore responsible for bringing in their pennies
nickels, and dimes to save for definite objective, the sum of
one dollar and twenty-five cents.
2. They learned the prices of peanut butter, crackers, and a
case of ginger ale, by going and actually making purchases.
5. They learned by experimenting and measuring the number of
cupfulls of ginger ale in a bottle.
4. They had need to count twenty-five chairs. It was necessary
to count one hundred and thirty Ritz crackers, for preparing
sandwiches for company. It was necessary to have the right
number of napkins ready (eighty).
5. Both boys and girls prepared the peanut butter sandwiches,
sixty-five in all.
6. The children were led to realize that morning and afternoon
were two parts in the da3'".
7. There was definite attention given to the clock, stressing
the hours, ten, seven, twelve, two, and eleven.
8. The children learned that twelve and a dozen are one and th?
same thing,
9. The calendar and the names of the days of the week were raucl
in evidence.
II
MAKII-^G APPLE SAUCE IN THZ! KINDERGARTEN
It was Thanksgiving time and the Kinderj^arten had been
talking about the meaning of this holiday. The mothers' prep-
aration for the family and friends was mentioned, cooking the
turkey, fixing the vegetables, and making the pies. Hamr of th^
children helped in the kitchen. They were asked if they TH'ould
like to ma,ke some apple sauce in the Kindergarten. They liked
this idea and one of the little girls said: "It makes me growec
up like my mother." 'Ve then discussed what we were going to do
with it when it was made.
The class was asked, "What did the Pilgrims do with their
food at the Thanksgiving Feast?"
"They shared it with the Indians!"
"Well, with whom could we share our apple sauce?" It was
then decided to invite the first grade. Invitations were plann^
and one was printed on the blackboard. This brought in the cal-|
ender and days of the week, ^ach one did his best and printed
I an invitation. The best one was chosen and delivered to Grade
j
Now, who were going to take care of the buying o^ the necess-
ary articles? The class chose one pupil from the group. This
I
little girl lived near the "Ecco". She was given thirty-five
cents. The group worked out the list of things needed.
1 pound apples "oi
This list was put 1/2 pound sugar
on the board. 2 pounds soda crackers Z^'t
The next morning she brought the supplies from the grocery
store. The apples cost five cents. For the sugar she paid
2a.

to 'Serve ti.e. A?Ple 5'<S«cc
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'three cents. The crackers were twenty-two cents for a two pound
box. She spent thirty cents in all and brought back five cents,
or a nickel.
ilany of the girls brought in an apron and a knife. The boys
too, came in with knives. The school is provided with an elec-
tric plate and a scale. The apples, five of thein, weighed just
one pound. The box of crackers weighed exactlj'- two pounds.
Those who had brought in a knife had the first opportunity of
paring the apples. We first halved and quartered, and finally
we cut them into smaller pieces. These children were generous;
they let the other children, who had not brought knives, use
theirs and do some of the _)aring. All had a chance to prepare
the apples. Our attention was then turned to what we would put
with the apples, to prevent them from burning, ^e needei. waiter.
We had to use almost three glassfulls of water to cover the
apples so they would not burn.
The children's attention was drawn to the clock to see if
they could puzzle out how long it took the apples to cook. This
did not mean much to the group but they did realize tha,-;: the
hands moved. It took the apples fifteen minutes to cock. Each
child had a chance to stir the sauce while it was cooking and
also taste it. Mary Ann, who is most grown up, put the sugar ir
tasted it, and let mny of her friends do likewise. '?e used
wooden throat sticks for the tasting procedure. Mary Ann then
poured the sauce into a dish which was set near the window to
cool
.
L— The following: morninp:, the day h^ifn-rp '?hc^,n>flpi-fr-?-np' woo +f>
•
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be the great event. This was a busy morning for the Kindergar-
ten. It was neccssa,ry to count and find how ;nany wer^ in the
Kindergarten that day. Soiiieone went down to Grrp.de I and asked
how many were coming. It was the same as in the Kinder -'-art en.
The class cannot add concretely, but a,'^stractly they know
that 2+2=4. Also that 3+3=6. They were told that they would
need 64 crackers in all. Eight or nine of the girls took care
of this and suggested making extras for unexpected guests. The
boys folded ciJid counted out the napkins, 74 in all. There was
little trouble in counting concretely, except at the digits a.s:
29-30; 39-40 etc.
At eleven o'clock the guests came. The entertainment com-
mittee did some dances and finger plays for then. "Sing a Song
i of Sixpence" was also dramatized. This song brings in a very
||natur8.1 lesson in subtraction. Four and twenty is the same as
'j twenty-four
,
only another way of saying it. Twenty-four black-
I
birds were counted to be in the pie. In "Baa-Baa Black Sheep"
j
there is a number situe.tion, "three bags full", and then they
j
ha,ve to be enumerated as "one for my master, one for my dane
I
and one for the little girl who cries in the lane."
Refreshments were served by the Kinder p-e.rten children.
Everyone said tha.t the Apple Sauce Party was delightful, and
all had a, happy time.
The specific outcomes of a unit like this are plain.
On the blackboard:
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1. The children vjere working in a natural situation, planning,
"buyinc;, cooking, and taking care of raoney.
2, They had definite need to count; the number in their group,
the number of napkins needed, and the crackers which had to be
prepared,
3, The vocabulary was enlarged. Words like pound, scale, half
quarter, glassfull, dishfull, spoonfull, time, how much, how
many, measure, were used many times and in natural situations.
4. Much attention, was paid to the clock, by allowing different
members of the group to fix the hands of the clock at different
hours.

C. THE KINDERGARTEN GOES SHOPPINa
AT CHRISTILIS TIMS
Christmas is one time of the year when motivation is not
I
overworked. The children are sufficiently primed with the ex-
Icitement and preparations of the season's spirit to be easily
i led into an activity. The Christmas spirit should he capita'.izeL
by the school.
We had been discussing Christmas shopping. We, too, had
iibeen talking about the origin of the custom of giving presents.
;
Every year, each pupil in the room exchanges names, and then
I
buys a five or ten cent present for the boy or girl whose na,me
,
is on the slip of paper which he has drawn. Up to this yea,r,
' each child had bought his present when he went shopping with
;!
jsome member of the family, Mother, Dad, or an older brother or
sister. Often, the teacher was asked to purchase the gift.
I This year the children were asked if they would like to go
Christmas shopping to the five and ten cent store with the class
i 8>nd the teacher. They liked this idea.
I
The class decided to make the trip the week before school
I
closed for the holidays. In the meantime many of the group had
been eaxning the nickel or dime. Some helped at home drying
the dishes. Others did errands the store for mother or a
j
neighbor. Still others saved the nickel \7-:ich they usu3.11y
,
would spend for candy or ice creaxa. This money was brought in
I and put in a box. As each child brought in his money his name
and the amount T^as put on the blackboard as
:
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Gloria brought in her 5^
Leo brought in his 10</'
Mary Ann brought in 2 nickels
The money was brought in three denominations, pennies,
j nickels, and dimes. The children soon knew that two nickels or
one nickel and five pennies, or ten pennies make a dime.
In the morning circle we discussed some of the possible
purchases that they might consider. These articles were listed
and priced on the board, c,s:
Coloring book
—
10^ for 1
Handkerchiefs— 5^ and lOjzJ for 1
Sewing Set 10<j^ for a box
Hair Ribbon 106 for a yard
Story Books 10^ for 1
Tool Sets 10$^ for 1 card
This helped the children to have some ide?i of the value of
some of these articles.
Finally on the planned morning, we went to shop. Incident-
ally, it might be mentioned here, that some of the children's
homes were passed, and it was interesting to note the different
members telling the others the numbers of thoir houses. Autos
that were parked along the way, gave us great opportunity to
recognize 3.nd call out the numbers that were familiar to the
Kinderp;arten children.
It was necessary to cross the street to get to the Five and
Ten Cent Store, so we had a lesson in safety, waiting for the
lights to turn red and yellow, The officer was most helpful
and friendly, and the children waved and returned his smile

by way of tha.nking him.
In the .store, the group made no excessive noise. There was
a busy hum of voices, ajid once in a while a loud laugh rang
through the store when some one sa^r or said something funny.
There was no trouble with the pupils touching or picking up
articles from the counters. The right way to conduct themselve
in a store had been discussed in the morning circle.
It was interesting to see that many of the group could
read ten cents and five cents on the price tags on the counters
The toy and book counters were the most populnx, needless
to say. The crayon and handkerchief counters came a close
second.
The pupils selected and paid for their presents, -fvith only
a few suggestions from the teacher. They knew what they wanted
and paid for it. It was interesting as well as amusing to see
these little people (just five years old) counting the correct
change, two nickels, or ten pennies, or one nickel and five
pennies to pa3'- for their packages.
Some of the pupils had an extre. dime or nickel and they
iDOught rolls of Christmas wrapping paper and ribbon. Still
others purchased packages of assorted tags and seals.
When the shopping was finished the group returned to the
school
.
The group noted that they left the school n,t nine o'clock
and got back about half past ten. The clock face •-'ith the
movable hands was brought out, and different members of the
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group moved the hands to represent the time of leaving and the
time of returning. Incidentally, other hours were talked about,
such as twelve o'clock, lunch time, five. o'clock father comes
home, seven o'clock tiiae for Kinder^^arten children to be in bed.
During the play period, there was great evidence of the
morning shopping experience. One group of the children drama-
tized going to the store and used their presents, which they
had bought, to be sold at the play store. The Kindergarten has
some toy money, and there was S'-^me difficulty in getting enough
of the five cent, and ten cent, and penny pieces since there was
such a demand for them. They had chosen two store keepers and
used the regular Kindergarten tables as the counter.
Some of the other children inade colored balls for the
Christmas tree. Many of these balls were labeled five cents,
ten cents, and three for ten cents for the smaller ones. Some
of the pupils put the paper ornaments on the Kinder.Q-a-rt en tree;
others took theirs home for their own Christmas trees.
Still a smaller number wrapped their presents to go on the
tree since they had brought the necessar]/- tyings.
This unit was started soon after Thanksgiving since the
children needed to save their money or work for the necessary
ten cents to buy the present. The unit did not reouire every
day discussions before the time for shopping. We, however,
counted the money in each of the classes every morning to see
how much had already been brought in, and how much more was
needed to make a dime or ten cents for each pupil.

There were thirty-four children taking part in this unit.
T)r.e ages rano^ed from four years and six months to five years and
ten iiionths.
The specific advantages of an experience like this are many.
A few of the important ones are:
1. The children realized the true concept of lOiz^.
2. They were exposed to reading automobile numbers and house
numbers
.
3. The children were allowed to make their own choices in
selecting the gifts, which gave them an opcortunity to ex-
ercise judgment and responsibility as to what to buy.
4. The children earned or saved the necessary money.
5. The members of the group recognized 5^ and 10$^ on the signs
in the store.
6. A lesson in safety was taught and' experienced,
7. The clock was referred to as a measurci of time.
8. There was carry-over into the "free play" period, lurine:
which many of the experiences of the shopping tour were re-
enacted or extended, such as making labels for objects that
were drawn, marking number plates to put on the toy tr^jcks,
o.nd playing store.

cf. MAKING A VALENTINiC BOX
IN THE KINDSRGARTEN
It has been customary for the Kindergarten valentine box to
be made either by the practice teacher or some older children in
the building. But this year, the group was asked if they would
like to make the box. The group thought thai? this would be fun.
The class discovered by investigation and by being told that
they would need a heavy box to hold the valentines. It would
have to be quite large to hold so many valentines since practi-
cally every boy and girl in the school would put at least one in
the box. Tliat would be about two hundred fifty in all.
One little boy offered to bring in a box and he chose two
others to help him with it. These pupils would be responsible
for the box.
The next question that carae up was what would be best for
covering the box, and what color or colors should be used.
Crepe paper was thought to-be best for a cover since it "didn't
cost much money and made things look pretty".
The group was divided on the color so a count we.s taken:
those who wanted the box covered with red crepe paper against
those who wanted it covered with oink crepe paper. The majority
wanted pink. The vote was fifteen to twenty. These people were
counted and twenty was shown to be larger than fifteen,
j
Two pupils were chosen to buy the pink crepe paper. It was
suggested that it would make a prettier box to use another
color with the pink. This color was white. So Ann and Shirley
I
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said they were going to the Five and Ten Cent Store to buy the
crepe paper. They were given twenty cents.
In the morning the two girls brought the paper to school.
They told the class that one package of paper cost five cents.
They needed two packages which cost ten cents, so they brourjht
back ten cents.
These sentences were put on the blackboaxd,
Ann and Shirley paid 10^ for our crepe paper.
Taey had 20^
They brought back 10<z^
10^10$z^=. 20^
In the meanwhile the box had been brought in. It was a ver3;
good selection. It was a National Biscuit Company cardboard bo3
that fig newtons come in. The grocery man had been most kind.
Now we were ready for work. So;:ie of the group traced and
cut out silver paper hearts, cupids, and stars to paste on the
box. Others were busy using the rulnr. It was these pupils'
'first experience in handling a ruler for a definite purpose.
There was no actual placing of dots and drawing of lines with
the ruler at this point, but the strips came out fairly accurate
ly. The right number of strips had to be made to cover a,ll
sides of the box since we alternated pink and white. "fJith flut
ed edges, it made an attractive covering.
The silver paper objects were pasted on at the correct
distances
.
!
IThe makin^j; of the cover was rather difficult and required
considerable manipulation since a slot had to be cut out for the
^valentines to be p\:t in. Then the crepe paper had to be fitted
around this slot.
This unit was short, Bu.t imich pleasure was derived from it
because the children had prepared the box themselves. The indi-
viduals in the group delighted in telling visitors about the
I
I
Icovering of the valentine box and how they had used the ruler.
^Specific Outcomes of This Unit:
1, Actual raanipulat ion and definite usage of the ruler in
response to a need for it,
2, Going to the store 3«nd bu^^in:-: the needed material. Pur-
chasing, handling iiioney, and returning change was a true
life experience.
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; PUTTING ON A "PETER RABBIT" SHOW
i
'I
The whole unit really beran after the marionettes fror.i the
\
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
had been at the school giving the play "Hansel and Gretel".
The children were greatly interested in the puppets and thought
I
that they would. like to have a play.
Since the writer felt that marionettes were too difficult
for Kinder r^-arten children to make and manipulate, it was suggest
ed that the children themselves he the actors in a play,
'j This idea, was accepted, rhat story would they like to
dramatise? This was hard to decide as the group knew many
favorite stories. But after much discussion, the choice was
I
'simiiiered down to three favorites. A vote was taken on these
Ithree, "Little Black Sambo", "Peter Rabbit", and "The Naughty
iLittle Rabbit". Since it was Easter time and the children had
^|been discussing rabbits, had visited some belonging to an upper
I
grade boy, and had seen various sized rabbits in the store
.windows, "Peter Rabbit" was finally agreed upon by vote.
From the first, the children took charge, and were much more
mature in planning this unit than the one bs.ck in November.
;i
l| The children chose the characters needed. Tith some guid-
'ance from the teacher, they discussed who were best suited for
I'the different parts. There were six characters needed in all,
! Mother Rabbit, Mr. MacGregor, three good little rabbits and
ne^ughty Peter.
I
i
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T'-^e group was so familiar with the story that the dialo^e
was not difficult for them to work out mostly by themselves.
It was not always the exact phrases used. Some words were added,
some taken away, but in the main, the important thought was
remembered. ^^That more was needed!
Some members of the class offered to make the vegetables.
So they made lettuce, carrots, and cabbages from green and
orange crepe papers stuffed with cotton, with the edges seT^ed or
glued together. :.Iembers of the group Liade three heads of lettuc 3
,
three cabbages, and five carrots.
Three of the class wont to the five and ten cent store and
bought the necessary crepe paper.
This was put on the board:
Marie paid for dark green crepe paper.
Bernard paid hi for light green crepe paper.
Abbot paid 55^ for orange crepe paper.
In all, they spent 15{!^.
Many pupils brought in copies of the "Peter Rabbit" book
either from home, library, or a friend. The illustrations in
these books helped us when making the costumes.
Some of the boys and girls who were planning on making the
Icostumes either brought in material or bought it. Those who
j
bought material were able to tell the group that cloth was sold
by the yard, and how much it cost. The yard stick ^ras brought
j
out at this point, and the m:-tterial which these children had
I
brought in was measured to show the other members how it was
I
! done
.
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The next two weeks we were busy cutting, sering, trying on
costumes and rabcit faces. The children did well with the
sewing, but the cutting was somewhat difficult for therr., espec-
ially cutting; the two eyes, r.^se and mout}- of the rabbit masks.
Hems and seams had to be kept even and strair;ht. Tlie skirt e had
to be tried on to see if they fitted properly. The Kindergarten
was turned into a sewing room.
Then one morning, in our circle discussion, a little girl
said that we ought to have tickets as we do when we go to a
"really" show . With great enthusia?=m th^ class respo-ided.
The tickets were made out of ro:^ and blue construction
paper. These tickets were 4" XI".
Cn each ticket was printed:
P E T E K RABBIT
SHOW
1J2{ May 31, 1S40
The class made about one hundred and twenty eight of these
tickets, enough for the prim;iry and upper grades and a few
extras for emergenc2''.
We pra.cticed buying tickets three or four times. Each
member took turns selling them. All other members of the class,
furnished with pennies, nickels, .and dimes, came up and bought
a certain number of tickets.
The one who did the best at making change, was the one
chosen to sell the tickets to the other grades.
Another group made a poster to advertise their "Peter
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Rabbit" play. This poster wo.s exhibited in the lovrer hall.
! It is quite obvious thj.t a number of facts were involved in
a situation of this kind.. The whole set-up was most real and
decidedly educc.tional. The children had a marvelous time, and
they were having a great deal of practise in contacting number
I
.
facts.
There were some pupils responsible for the properties.
These were the vegetables, the quart boxes for the bla^ckberries
the broom and dusters, the market ba.sket, a cup and spoon for
'the camomile tea, and last but not least, the costumes. All
I
these had to be ready and put in the correct places.
I There were one hundred tickets sold p;,nd many more pennies
were put in the box. About one dollar and fifty cents was
collected.
We have not yet definitely decided for ^hat the money is to
' be spent. Soi-ie suggested buying more toys for the Kindergarten,
r Others said to use it for our final good-bye party in June.
i
'; Lastly, tre suggestion has been macLe to keep it to buy remem-
Ibrances for sick playmates.
i
j
Specific Advantages of the Peter Rab'^it Show.
1. The group became definitely acquainted with the number
six.
2. They were responsible for the properties.
3. Those who made the costumes realized what a hem and sean:
I were, and also that they must be kept straight.
4. The whole class observed a use of the yard stick when
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the material was measured.
5. A new concept was "born in the word "fit", a term meaning
measureuent and accuracy.
6. The group f;^ained direct experience in making and selling
the tickets, including giving back the correct change.
7. True concept of three and five were gained. There were
three heads of lettuce, five carrots, and five heads of
cabbage for the vegetable g?Lrden,
8. There were definite advantages from the discussion as to
just what the group plans to do with the money, one doll
ar and fifty cents. This very concretely teaches money
value and relationship.
9. The group became familiar with a quart box which was use
as a container for the blackberries.
I
1
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Gteneral Evaluation of the Units Described In This Paper.
This thesis atte:.ipts to answer the question as to whether
or not appropriate number experiences maybe found for Kinder-
I
garten children. The record as given, will carry conviction to
ij
niany who read it. The writer enumerates the following brief
j
evaluations of the units described.
I
It is hoped that by helping to put meaningful number under-
standinr^'S in the mind of the child through actual experiences
I
and participation, greater apprecie^tion and better judgment will
•develop in higher grades. Further, by developing this number
I
consciousness and follovring it through, there should be less
confusion and much clearer understanding farther up in the grades.
I
The knowledge may not be remembered longer, but because of
'i
the natural, enjoyable situations through T'hich the learning
.
takes place, the associations -^ill be clear and pleasureable
.
It is obvious that a closer relationship is established
between the home and the school. The school becomes less formal,
i and laore homelike with activity of this kind. Such procedures
Igive much opportunity for social growth and help the child to
develop a harmonious attitude in planning, working, ajid sharing
experiences together.-^
J Social arithmetic will prepare the child to meet similar
situations more intelligently and with better judgment, outside
iof school, now and later. This may be illustrated in the fifth
'unit where the child experiences selling tickets and making
'Cha.nge.
The child learns much arithmetical knowledge through such
'I
~
111 N.E.A. Dept. of Supt . Third Yearbook June, 19?6 p. 107
i
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activities, and has a better opportunity to enter into newer
informational areas by more e,nd wider experiences than in the
usual formal procedures.^
The group learns through true life situations the usage and
value of pennies, nickels, dimes, yardstick, scales, quart, hem
seeim, tablespoon, clock, and calendar.
The teaching is constantly vitalized a.s the work at the i
Kindergarten level takes on direct relationship to real life.
There is excellent opportunitjr to integrate other subjects
in experiences of this kind.
Many of the songs a.nd poems used for the entertainment part
of the units, have very definite number concepts.
The carry over frcm these units into the "Free Activity"
period is noticeable and important.
Incidentally, the child's arithmetical vocabulary is en-
larged. The words deeper, larger, much, more, dollars, cents,
'and measure, are used at various times.
In the above enumeration, the writer has endeavored to make
it clear that, in her opinion, Kindergarten children can be in-
ducted into experiences that involve considerable number concept
and that the number phases of such experiences can become mean-
ingful to them.
'1 Jones C. Buckley "Arithmetic Activities" Cleveland Board of
Education 1931 1 BC LA Activities.
!l
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